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Writing SOL 2.11: The student will edit writing for capitalization, punctuation, spelling and Standard English.



Grammar Review 1 (2.11a)   
 

1. Circle the complete sentences and put an X on the incomplete 
sentences.

Mark made a pie for Thanksgiving.
Pie will be.

The autumn weather is very nice.

2. Choose the best answer to complete the follow sentences.

                    A pink flower __________________.
                a) grow      b)  will grow tall    c) and white flower

             The students will need ____________.
           a) pencils and papers     b)  find    c) bright and fun
          
                  My shoes and socks  ____________.
                 a) and my hat     b)  are over there    c) dirty

3. Draw a line to match the sentences and make them complete.

   Grammar Review 2 (2.11a)
 

    1. Draw a line to match the sentences and make them complete.

      2. Choose the best answer to complete the follow sentences.

                    Shoot the ball __________________.
  a)  in the hoop               b)  loud                 c) at the

          
                  The old chair  ____________.
                           a) brown     b)  smell   c) can be fixed.

       3. Circle the complete sentences and put an X on the incomplete          
           sentences.

I can find.
The brown leaves.

School is a great place to learn.
It is time to read a book.

The blue coat        got me flowers.

My sweet friend         is in the closet.

The little boy            lost his toy.

     The green plant    rolling down the street.

      I see the ball         sat on my hand.

       A butterfly              needs water.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 3 incomplete sentences.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 3 complete sentences 

about your favorite holiday.



Grammar Review 3 (2.11a)   
 

1.       Write a C in the box if the sentence is complete and 
                          an I if the sentence is incomplete.

2. Circle the complete sentence.

A) The boy will nap.
B) A dark, stormy night.
C) The sunny day.
D) Sparks fly.

3.   Circle the incomplete sentence.

A) I like muddy puddles.
B) The silly boy.
C) Books are fun.
D) Pizza is yummy.

            

   Grammar Review 4 (2.11a)
 

                               Choose the complete sentence.

      3.  Write a C in the box if the sentence is complete and 
                          an I if the sentence is incomplete.

                   

      
 

4. Circle the complete sentence and put an X on the incomplete          
           sentence.

The crunchy, gooey cookie.
We will bake a cake today!

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 2 complete sentences. 

Each sentence must have 7 words.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 2 complete sentences about your family.

Pat read a book all about balloons.

The windy day.

A giraffe look.

The blue pillow is soft and fluffy.

Marco should be.
Turn the light on.

Bright, shiny ornament.

The slide is fast.

Broken arm.

The crazy kitten.

  1.
A) The boy will nap.
B) A dark, stormy night.
C) The sunny day.
D) Sparks fly.

  2.
A) The boy will nap.
B) A dark, stormy night.
C) The sunny day.
D) Sparks fly.



Grammar Review 5 (2.11b)   
 

1.       Write a period, exclamation point, or question mark in
           the box to complete the sentence.

 Choose the sentence with the correct punctuation.

            

   Grammar Review 6 (2.11b)
 

          Choose the sentence with the correct punctuation.

      
       3.       Write a period, exclamation point, or question mark in
                  the box to complete the sentence.
      

                   

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a story about living on 
the moon for a day. Don’t forget to use punctuation!

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, tell why second grade is 

awesome. Don’t forget to use punctuation!

My dog is going to the vet today

Can you help with lunch

The storm is coming

Watch out for the mother bird

Put the glass over there

Would you like fries

Donnie is going to play with us

  2.
A) Mom is here?
B) Put down the light?
C) Did you run today?
D) The bird is high?

  3.
A) The boy will nap.
B) Can I have a drink.
C) How was your day.
D) Did you see me.

  1.
A) The car is dirty.
B) Is the car dirty.
C) How is the car dirty.
D) Did the car get dirty.

  2.
A) We will play outside?
B) Let’s play together?
C) Will you play with me?
D) Sam should play?

It is a hot July day

I love recess so much

The snow is falling

Will it ever stop raining

Did you see the baby deer

The water balloons are ready

Cara will be here at 5 o’clock



Grammar Review 7 (2.11b)   
 

1.       Write a period, exclamation point, or question mark in
           the box to complete the sentence.

 Choose the sentence with the correct punctuation.

            

   Grammar Review 8 (2.11b)
 

1. Draw a line from the sentence to its correct punctuation.

     
 
                2.     Fill in the blank with the correct punctuation.

                          What time is it ____  

                        You are late again ____ 

                    Maggie got a new puppy ____ 

             My cousin made the soccer team ____

             Yuck! My dog is covered in mud ____

                  Ralph would like to see you ____

                      You have a high fever ____

                         Where is my ring ____

          

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 3 sentences about 

your favorite animal. Don’t forget to use punctuation!

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 3 questions for your principal.

Try and throw the baseball

Will you please listen to me

The guys are at the shop

There is a bee on your leg

Brush and floss your teeth

Can I try again

I scored the winning touchdown

  2.
A) It’s time to party!
B) It’s time to party?
C) It’s time to party-
D) It’s time to party,

  3.
A) Did you buy it?
B) Did you buy it.
C) Did you buy it!
D) Did you buy it,

Will you see my aunt tomorrow   !

Plant the tree in the front yard   .

Patty fell off the monkey bars  ?



Grammar Review 9 (2.11c)   
 

1.       Circle the proper noun and write it correctly on the line.

      boy           phillip           man        ________________

      virginia      state           home       ________________

      baseball     yankees     game       ________________

     doctor       nurse        mr. jones    ________________

mrs. harper    teacher     principal     ________________   

       city           texas           house      ________________

2.  Put a check in the box if the sentence is capitalized correctly. 
               Put an X if the sentences are incorrect.    

            

   Grammar Review 10 (2.11c)
 

1. Choose the sentence that is capitalized correctly.
 

    2.
 
            

          
    3.    Correctly write the proper nouns on the line.

   monday, august 5th        __________________________

   my cousin mario             __________________________

   the city of radford            __________________________

   beth and i                        __________________________

   her dog molly                  __________________________

   my birthday in july           __________________________

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write a list of 20 proper nouns.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 3 sentences about you and your best friend.

  
A) mark and i would like to go to richmond.
B) disney world is in florida.
C) Olivia and Maddie go to Ridgewood High School.
D) my school is going to natural bridge.

  
A) dr. seuss is a famous author.
B) i would like to visit california.
C) Camden and I like the Dallas Cowboys.
D) the virginia tech hokies play football on thursday

The white house is the president’s home.

Donald Trump is the 45th president.

washington, d.c. is the nation’s capital.

My mom and i went on a trip.

I want to visit the Lincoln Memorial.



Grammar Review 11 (2.11c)   
 

1.  Lightly color the proper nouns red and the nouns blue.    

     

     2. Choose the sentence that is NOT capitalized correctly.     

   Grammar Review 12 (2.11c)
 

 1.       Circle the proper noun and write it correctly on the line.

    christmas     present       tree         ________________

   today        thanksgiving     turkey     ________________

    lifeguard      friend          tom           ________________

    lawyer           barn       dr. oxturn      ________________
 
    candle        tuesday       lamp         ________________   
 
     
2.   Read the letter Lily wrote from camp. Circle all the words that Lily 
needs to capitalize.

dear mom,
         i am having a great time at camp march. on 

monday i went swimming with my new friend meredith. 

on tuesday we painted pictures of the 50 states.  i 

painted west virginia.  i will write you and john another 

letter tomorrow.  i miss you very much.

                                             love,
                                                   lily

 
Extra time? 

On the back of this paper, 
write a list of 20 proper nouns.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 3 sentences about you and your best friend.

Alison car tennis ball

Finding Nemo Target New York

game salad boys

Arizona shark Six Flags

Pizza Hut Candy Land  Brody

store Walmart oven

  
A) My uncle and I are going to a Yankees game.
B) We will ride the roller coasters at Kings Dominion.
C) i will start school at porter elementary.
D) The plant will need water on Wednesday.



Grammar Review 13 (2.11d)   
 

1.              Lightly color the singular nouns yellow 
                         and the plural nouns green.    

     

     2. Choose the sentence that is NOT capitalized correctly.     

   Grammar Review 14 (2.11d)
 

        1.       Add -s or -es to the singular noun to make it plural

                             tree         ________________

                          brush       ________________

                          friend        ________________

                           barn         ________________
 
                          glass        ________________   

                          lunch        ________________

     
       2.   Choose the correct plural spelling.

                                       

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about your favorite 

thing to do at recess. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

Write 5 singular nouns, then write their plural form.

car plants chair

toys dishes strawberry

bananas boxes planes

dolls cup lemon

wallets football stairs

pot pans stove

  
A) Myrtle Beach is a great place it visit.
B) I will see Dr. Howl on Tuesday.
C) parker and i have a dentist appointment on friday.
D) The birds soar through the sky.

A) beachis
B) beaches
C) beachs
D) beachiz

A) lunchs
B) lunchiz
C) lunches
D) lunchis

A) books
B) bookz
C) bookies
D) bookes

A) foxs
B) foxes
C) foxxes
D) foxss



Grammar Review 15 (2.11d)   
 

1.       Write the plural form of the nouns listed below.
                           
                          goat       ________________

                          child        ________________

                         brush       ________________

                           fish         ________________
 
                        porch        ________________   

                          man        ________________

2.     Put a check in the box if the sentence is correct. 
               Put an X if the sentences is incorrect.    

            

   Grammar Review 16 (2.11d)
 

1. Choose the sentence that uses plural nouns correctly.
 

   2.
 
            

          
    3.    Write the plural form of each noun on the line.

 

Extra time? 
On the back of these paper, choose 3 plural nouns 

from this activity and use them in a sentence.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about the best day of 

the week. What makes it the best?

  
A) I have 3 wiggly tooths.
B) The muddy puddlez are fun to splash in.
C) I saw 11 deers on my bike ride today.
D) Kadence likes fresh cucumbers.
  
A) The three women are in the pool.
B) Please make the bedes.
C) Can you see the patchs on the blanket?
D) Both of my foots are hurting.

The 4 gooses are swimming in the pond.

Be careful with sharp knives.

My two doges are playing at the park.

There are five pickles in the jar.

The family of mouses live in the barn.

cake

__________

sheep

__________

class

__________

peach

__________

ring

__________

bush

__________

truck

__________

water

__________

leaf

__________



Grammar Review 17 (2.11e and f)   
 

1.       Circle the contraction or possessive. 
Then write if the word is a contraction (C) or possessive (P).

2.  Choose the correct contraction.

            

   Grammar Review 18 (2.11e and f)
 

1. Draw a line to match the word to the contraction.

     
 
                

          

 
2.   Choose the sentence with the correct possessive.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

make a list of things that make you laugh.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 5 contractions.

I am looking for Dad’s gift.

You can’t have the pizza.

We haven’t seen your dog.

That is Aiyon’s desk.

I’ve been missing you!

She is going to Eli’s house.

I’m going to Starbucks.

  2.    did not
A) don’t
B) didn’nt
C) didn’t
D) did’nt

  3.            we are
A) we’are
B) we’re
C) we’r
D) were

we’ll will not

isn’t we will

I’m is not

won’t I would

can’t can not

couldn’t I am

isn’t it is

it’s is not

I’d we are

we’re could not

A) That is Tyrels homework.
B) Paul’s house is on the left.
C) The dogs bone is under the table.
D) The footballs are in the basket.



Grammar Review 19 (2.11e and f)   
 

1.  Lightly color the possessives orange and the contractions red.    

     
2. Choose the sentence that uses the contraction correctly.  

   Grammar Review 20 (2.11e and f)
 

         1.       Write the contraction on the line beside the word.

                     that is        ________________

                   does not     ________________

                      who is      ________________

                    you will       ________________
 
                     you are      ________________   
   
     
          2.   Choose the possessive to complete the sentence.

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

tell what you would do if you lived in the White House.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

tell what you want to be when you grow up. 

I’ve man’s it’s

they’d he’ll isn’t

I’ll Larry’s they’re

friend’s we’ve student’s

she’s Gabriella’s elephant’s

won’t truck’s bee’s

  
A) We willn’t go to the store..
B) Shantel won’t be at school today.
C) Callie willnot pack her lunch on Tuesday.
D) Flamingos wont swim in the ocean.

  The _______ birthday cake is pink and white.
A) girls
B) girl’s

  ________ room is nice and clean.
A) Toris
B) Tori’s

  The _______ fur is so soft.
A) cat’s
B) cats



Grammar Review 21 (2.11g)   
 

1.       Circle the abbreviation in each sentence.

Our principal, Mr. Brown is very funny.

Turn on Apple St. to find the party.

Mrs. Shorter will see you tomorrow.

The Dr. gave me new medicine to try.

An oak tree fell on Cumber Rd. yesterday.

My Ave. is a fun place to live.

 Choose the correct abbreviation.

            

   Grammar Review 22 (2.11g)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match the word to the abbreviation.

     
 
                

          

 
        2.    Choose the sentence with the correct abbreviation.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, draw a person you love and 

tell why you love them.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, tell what you think the best 

thing to do is when it’s hot outside. Why?

  2.    Wednesday
A) Wed.
B) Wednes.
C) Wedns.
D) We.

  3.            March
A) Mar
B) Mar.
C) March.
D) M.

doctor St.

street Rd.

avenue Feb.

January Thurs.

Friday Dr.

October Fri.

road Jan.

February Sat.

Thursday Oct.

Saturday Ave.

A) Mrs Quantz will be back after lunch.
B) Mrs. Quantz will be back after lunch.
C) mrs. quantz will be back after lunch.
D) Mss. Quantz will be back after lunch. 

  4.    July
A) J.
B) Jul.
C) Ju.
D) jul.

  5.            Tuesday
A) Tdy.
B) T.
C) Tuesd.
D) Tue.



Grammar Review 23  (2.11g)   
 

1.  Lightly color the correct abbreviations green and the incorrect 
   abbreviations red.    

      2. Choose the sentence that uses the abbreviation correctly. 
A) I have to see dr. Boyd at 4 o’clock.
B) I have to see doc. Boyd at 4 o’clock.
C) I have to see Dr. Boyd at 4 o’clock.
D) I have to see Dr Boyd at 4 o’clock.  

3. Choose the sentence that uses the abbreviation correctly. 
E) My 2nd grade teacher is mir Carter.
F) My 2nd grade teacher is mr Carter.
G) My 2nd grade teacher is Mr. Carter.
H) My 2nd grade teacher is mr. Carter. 

   Grammar Review 24 (2.11g)
 

         1.       Write the abbreviation on the line beside the word.

                   Thursday     ________________

                  August        ________________

                     Road        ________________
 
                   Doctor        ________________
 
                    Street        ________________   
   
     
          2.   Choose the abbreviation to complete the sentence.

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 10 abbreviations and their meanings. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about new flavor of
 ice cream you have created. Give lots of details! 

Fri. Ms. Rod.

Mon. Drc. mrs.

Ave. Tues. May.

Jun. Wed. St.

  The new student teacher’s name is ______ Smith.
A) Ms.
B) Mss.
C) Ms
D) ms.

 3. My new bus stop is on Wintergreen ______.
A) st.
B) St.
C) Str.
D) Stre.



Grammar Review 25(2.11h)   
 

1.   Read the letter below. Circle all of the compound words.

      Dear Mom,

               I am having a great time at Sunset Beach. Nana

    made us pancakes for breakfast. Then we saw a rainbow 

    over the ocean. On our walk we saw two jellyfish and one    

    starfish! Then we bought a new paintbrush to paint a 

    picture of a seahorse on a flowerpot. I can’t wait to visit 

    the lighthouse tomorrow.

                                              Love,

                                                   Tasha

   2.  Choose the word that completes the sentence.

        I ________ like vanilla ice cream please.

 

            

   Grammar Review 26 (2.11h)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match the words to create a compound word.

     
 
                

          

 
        2.    Choose the sight word with the correct spelling.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 5 compound words 

and draw a picture for each word.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about your favorite 

restaurant. Why is it your favorite?

rain cake

pan coat

snow bird

ear ring

cat pole

lady ball

row boat

flag fish

foot man

black bug

A) befor
B) yor
C) goez
D) which

A) wash
B) which
C) why
D) would 



Grammar Review 27 (2.11h)   
 

                  Choose the compound word.

1. A)  sidewalk    B) unhappy    C)  cheerful

2. A)  because    B) backpack   C)  replay

3. A)  disable      B) oatmeal      C)  watering

4. A)  hoping       B) window      C)  evergreen

5. A)  raining       B) crawling     C)  bathrobe

6. A)  eggshell    B) sofa            C)  started

7. A)  movie        B) pizza          C)  homemade

8. A)  sledding    B) fireplace     C)  windy

9. A)  moonlight  B) bottle          C)  female

  10.  Choose the words that complete the sentence.

      I will ________ in the _______ room tonight.

A) five, fast  
B) sleep, green
C) wash, sit
D) goes, read

 

            

   Grammar Review 28 (2.11h)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match the words to create a compound word.

     
 
                

          

 
        2.    Choose the sight word with the correct spelling.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, make a list of places you 

would like for our class to visit on a field trip. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about a superpower 

you would like to have. Why do you want that power?

drum brush

wish flower

hair corn

corn boy

horse fish

pop stick

finger nail

gold bread

cow bone

sun shoe

A) greene
B) upon
C) warsh
D) furst



Grammar Review 29 (2.11i)   
 

1.   Help Mike and Juan add commas to their letters below.

      Dear Mike

               How is basketball camp? I hope you are having fun. 

                                              Your friend

                                                            Juan

  2.  Dear Juan

               Basketball camp is awesome. I’m learning how to spin   

        the ball on my finger. How is football camp?

                                               Sincerely

                                                            Mike

  3.  Choose the correct closing for a letter.

   

 

            

   Grammar Review 30 (2.11i)
 

     1.     Help Mike and Juan add commas to their letters below.

         Dear Mike

               Football camp has been hard. It has rained the whole      

         time. Hopefully it will stop soon. 

                                              Best Wishes

                                                             Juan

        2.  Dear Juan

                  I’m sorry it is raining. I hurt my foot at practice and   

          have to watch from the bleachers. Camp is no fun now.

                                                Miss you

                                                             Mike

          
          3. Choose the correct beginning for a letter.

     
 
                

          

 
      

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a letter to Santa Claus. 

Make sure your salutation and closing are correct. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a letter to your best friend. 

Make sure your salutation and closing are correct.

A) Dear Mom.
B) dear mom, 
C) Dear Mom,
D) Dear Mom-

A) Love.
B) Love-
C) Love!
D) Love,



Grammar Review 31 (2.11i)   
 

1.   Help Jaden and Isaiah add commas to their letters below.

      Dear Jaden

               How is New York? I miss you at school.  Band 

      practice has been a lot of fun.  Write back soon.

                                                      Love

                                                            Isaiah

  2.  Dear Isaiah

               New York is good. You would like it here. 

I am meeting new friends and have joined a soccer team.

                                               Best Wishes

                                                             Jaden

  3.  Choose the correct closing for a letter.

   

 

            

   Grammar Review 32 (2.11i)
 

     1.     Help Jaden and Isaiah add commas to their letters below.

         Dear Jaden

               I’m glad you like soccer. Let me know when you score    

            your first goal! I can meet your new friends when I visit.

                                                 Sincerely

                                                             Isaiah

        2.  Dear Isaiah

                  I scored 2 goals last night! We won the game 4-3. It  

              was so exciting. When is your first band concert?

                                                Your friend

                                                             Jaden

          3. Choose the correct beginning for a letter.

     
 
                

          

 
      

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a thank you letter to our 

cafeteria staff. Make sure your salutation and closing are correct. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a letter the President.

 Make sure your salutation and closing are correct.

A) dear Alex,
B) Dear Alex, 
C) Dear Alex-
D) Dear Alex!

A) Love.
B) Love-
C) Love!
D) Love,



Grammar Review 33 (2.11j)   
 

1.       Circle the verb in each sentence.

A kangaroo can jump very high in the air.

We always laugh at Uncle Scott’s silly jokes.

Make sure to wrap the baby in the blanket.

Water will drip out of the bathtub.

Marco can kick the ball very hard.

You have to push the door to open it.

 Choose the correct past tense spelling for the verb below.

            

   Grammar Review 34 (2.11j)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match present tense verb to its past tense. 

     
 
                

          

         2.    Choose the sentence with the correct verb.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, make a list of verbs.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, tell write 3 sentences and 

underline the verb in each sentence.

  2.    look
A) lookd
B) lookid
C) looked
D) lookt

  3.            watch
A) watched
B) watcht
C) watchd.
D) watchid

shout danced

study solved

solve climbed

buzz shouted

dance hurried

climb smelled

hurry loved

smell studied

love buzzed

A) Dwayne plantid a tree at the park.
B) Dwayne plantd a tree at the park.
C) Dwayne planted a tree at the park.
D) Dwayne plant a tree at the park.

  4.    tug
A) tugd
B) tuged
C) tugged
D) tuggid

  5.            scare
A) scard
B) scared
C) skard
D) scardd



Grammar Review 35 (2.11j)   
 

1.  Lightly color the present tense verbs blue 
         and the past tense words yellow.

     
2. Choose the sentence that uses the verb correctly.  

   Grammar Review 36 (2.11j)
 

         1.       Write the past tense of the verb on the line.

                     bump      ________________

                    add         ________________

                    bake       ________________

                  wonder     ________________
 
                     stuff       ________________   
   
                    move      ________________ 
     

          2.   Choose the correct verb to complete the sentence.

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, make a list of steps 

telling how to carve a pumpkin. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about 

why you like Saturdays.

stop batted pushed

sat watched jumped

cook listened hunted

cleaned shout reach

crawled wait poked

pick type called

  
A) Zoey opened her birthday present.
B) Zoey opend her birthday present.
C) Zoey open her birthday present.
D) Zoey opening her birthday present.

 Yesterday we  _______ at the football game.
A) cheer
B) cheered

  Last night I ________ about unicorns.
A) dreamed
B) dream

  I  accidentally _______ the lamp off the table.
A) knocked
B) knock



Grammar Review 37 (2.11k)   
 

1.       Circle the adjective in each sentence.

The white dog was hungry.

The little boy is playing basketball.

Your muddy boots are by the door.

She ordered a large pizza for dinner.

The dirty baseball is in the outfield.

Grandma always makes me warm milk.

 Choose correct adjective to complete the sentence.

            

   Grammar Review 38 (2.11k)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match adjective to the noun (that makes sense!)

     
 
                

          

         2.    Choose the sentence with an adjective.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

use 5 adjectives to describe your teacher.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 3 sentences that have 

an adjective. Underline the adjective.

  2.    The ________ children played in the pool.

A) happy
B) old
C) late
D) early

tall cat

fluffy pig

scary plant

slow ocean

muddy boy

green ball

salty turtle

round monster

bright sun

A) The chicken laid two eggs.
B) The chicken ran to the house.
C) The chicken pecked in the grass.
D) The chicken walked around the barn.

  3.     The _______ trash needs to go outside.
A) soft
B) stinky
C) beautiful
D) loud



Grammar Review 39 (2.11k)   
 

1.  Lightly color the adjectives blue. 
    

     
2. Circle all the adjectives in the following paragraph. 

    Tuesday was a hot day at camp. Our nice leader, 
Mr. Pat, let us swim in the cool lake.  Our blue lips were 
shaking but we didn’t care. Then I took a quiet nap in our 
clean cabin. It was a great Tuesday! 

   Grammar Review 40 (2.11k)
 

         1.       Write an adjective to complete the sentence.

              The ________________ watermelon is ready to eat.

             My _____________ dog is playing fetch.

             Layla’s costume was _______________.

             The class was _____________ at recess.
 
              You are so _________________.
     
        
  2.   Choose the adjective in the following sentences.

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, tell what you would 

do if you found a pair of magical shoes.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

describe yourself using adjectives.

crazy table salty

cat skinny tree

pink Mom long

big square deep

brush huge busy

ripe loud sun

  There was a big pumpkin in the field.
A) field
B) pumpkin
C) big
D) there

  Our class had a great trip to the park.
A) class
B) trip
C) great
D) park
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1. Circle the complete sentences and put an X on the incomplete 
sentences.

The boat is waiting at the dock.
I hope you catch a fish.

Crashing waves.

 2.    Write the contraction on the line beside the word.

                      was not      ________________

                           he is     ________________

                      can not      ________________
 
                    we have       ________________
 
                    they will        ________________   

                    there is         ________________  
   
3. Choose the correct closing of the letter.

A) Sincerely-
B) Sincerely.
C) Sincerely,
D) Sincerely!

   Grammar Review 42 (2.11 review)
 

       1.       Write the plural form of the nouns listed below.
                           
                          cup        ________________

                          dish        ________________

                        spoon       ________________

                           child       ________________
 
                       mouse        ________________   

                         flower       ________________

         2. Write the correct punctuation to complete the sentence.
                         

Our team won the game ____ 

                          Put your pencil down ____ 

                       Have you seen my socks ____

                         Where did Maria eat lunch ____

                              I fell down the hill ____

                      Please go clean your room ____

                    Do you know how to drive a boat ____

               

     

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 5 complete sentences.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write a story about a butterfly in spring.



Grammar Review 43  (2.11 review)   
 

1.  Lightly color the correct abbreviations pink and the incorrect 
    abbreviations yellow.    

      2. Which sentence is NOT a complete sentence. 
A) We like to swing outside.
B) The house is tall and large.
C) Let’s eat cake and cookies.
D) In the kitchen cabinet.

                          Help Ella correct her letter to Emily.
3.    Dear Emily
               Can you come to my birthday party? I hope you can!
                                                        Love
                                                              Ella

   Grammar Review 44 (2.11 review)
 

         1.       Circle the proper noun and write it correctly on the line.

          candy         snickers       sweet         ________________

             shoe          barbie           cat           ________________

         halloween     costume       night          ________________

           london         dance        phone         ________________
 
          banana        aladdin        movie        ________________ 
   
     
          2.   Choose the word that completes the sentence.

                      _______ are we going to the park?             
A) Wash
B) Which
C) Why
D) Would 

          3.  Choose the sentence with the correct verb.

A) She dreamed about a big rainbow.
B) She dreamd about a big rainbow.
C) She dreamid about a big rainbow.
D) She dream about a big rainbow.

 
Extra time? 

On the back of this paper, write 10 compound words 
and draw a picture for each word.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about what your dream 

school would look like. Use lots of adjectives!

mn. MR Rd.

Mon. doc. Mr.

rd. Jul. rd.

Str. Ms. St.
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                  Choose the compound word.

1. A)  cupcake      B) replay        C)  ripple

2. A) cowboy        B) untrue        C)  teacher

3. A)  stopping      B) dragonfly   C)  planet

4. A)  pumpkin      B) Monday     C) fireman

5. A)  granted       B)  silver         C)  beanbag

6. A)  triangle        B) baseball    C)  wiggle

7. A)  bedtime       B)  robot         C)  frozen

8. A) refill              B) bathrobe    C)  driving

9. A)  moonlight    B) bottle          C)  female

 10.  Choose the sentence that uses the contraction correctly.

A) They’are swimming at the pool.
B) They’re swimming at the pool.
C) The’yre swimming at the pool.
D) They’r swimming at the pool.

 

            

   Grammar Review 46 (2.11 review)
 

        1.     On the line, write the plural form of the singular noun.

                             deer         ________________

                          class         ________________

                            kid           ________________
  
                           beach       ________________
 
                          bush          ________________   

                          tooth          ________________

       Choose the adjective in the following sentences.

   2.   The children ate the juicy watermelon.
A) watermelon
B) juicy
C) children
D) ate

      3.   I would like a hot cup of coffee.
E) hot
F) cup
G) coffee
H) would

 
                

          

 
      

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a letter to the librarian. 

Make sure to start and end the letter correctly.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about if you had a 

time machine. Where would you go and why?
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1.                       Circle the verb in each sentence.

Ava writes her spelling words for practice.

Levi sleeps with a stuffed animal.

The eagle will fly through the sky.

Carlos ran so fast that he won the race.

Mr. Lawson called my mom today.

2. Add commas to the letter below.

    Dear Devin

                  Meet me at the park at 6:00 for a basketball game!
                                                    Your friend

                                                                  Brady

3. Choose the correct contraction.

          will not
A) willn’t
B) won’t
C) wo’nt
D) wont

            

   Grammar Review 48 (2.11 review)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match the word to the abbreviation.

     
 
                

          

 
        2.    Choose the sentence with the correct capitalization.
A) please clean up your mess.
B) The new york yankees play baseball tonight!
C) The Lion King is my favorite Disney movie. 
D) My aunt linda is taking me to myrtle beach.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 5 sentences. 
Each sentence must have an abbreviation.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a story about 

a magic shell.

street St.

Doctor Rd.

Friday Feb.

Road Thurs.

Avenue Dr.

October Fri.

Thursday Jan.

Saturday Sat.

February Oct.

January Ave.
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1.  Lightly color the present tense verbs green 
         and the past tense words yellow.

     
2. Choose the sentence with the correct punctuation. 

A) Did you see the bald eagle?
B) Why are you in the office.
C) Have you returned the library book.
D) Put the ring in the box?

   Grammar Review 50 (2.11 review)
 

          1.       Write the abbreviation on the line beside the word.

                   Tuesday       ________________

                  February       ________________

                     Mister        ________________
 
                   Road            ________________
 
                    Doctor         ________________   
   
   
2.   Silas wrote his Aunt Jill a letter.  Circle all the words that Silas 
needs to capitalize.

dear aunt jill,

         how is california? mom told me it is always sunny there. 

have you been to disneyland yet? i want to go so i can meet 

mickey mouse. katie wants to meet cinderella. i hope we can 

come visit you soon and walk on the malibu beach.

                                             love,
                                                   silas

 Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about a time you were 

really happy. Why were you happy?

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 5 questions you would 

like to ask your teacher.

biked texted plant

laugh looked ask

spelled need showed

cook smelled climbed

loved tried watch

buy singed fixed
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1.       Write the plural form of the nouns listed below.
                           
                          man         ________________

                          brush        ________________

                          door          ________________

                           girl           ________________
 
                            leaf         ________________   

                          mouse      ________________

2.    Write a C in the box if the sentence is complete and 
                          an I if the sentence is incomplete.  

            

   Grammar Review 52 (2.11 review)
 

1. Correctly write the proper nouns on the line.

   tuesday, july 17th            __________________________

   toy story                          __________________________

  my dog buster                  __________________________

  united states of america   __________________________

   pete the cat                      __________________________

   2. Color the adjectives orange and the nouns blue. 

 

 
 
            

          
   .

 

Extra time? 
On the back of these paper, write 5 sentences. 
Circle the nouns and underline the adjectives.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about which season is 

better: summer or winter? Explain.

Sitting on the couch.

We ran through the sprinkler.

Helping my mom tomorrow.

My family is having Taco Tuesday!

A large brown dog.

dog chin silly

blanket soft thin

long thick lamp
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                  Choose the correct contraction.

1. A)  didn’t        B) didnt          C)  didno’t

2. A)  i’m            B) I’m             C)  Im

3. A)  we,re        B) we’re         C)  wer’e

4. A)  would’ve   B) wood’ve    C)  woodv’e

5. A)  that’s        B) thats          C)  that,s

6. A)  does’nt     B) doesn’t       C)  dosn’t

7. A)  who’is       B) whos          C)  who’s

8. A)  I’ll              B) ill                C)  I,ll

       9.  Choose the words that complete the sentence.

      The ______ race cars go ______ on the track.

A) five, fast  
B) sleep, green
C) wash, sit
D) goes, read

 

            

   Grammar Review 54 (2.11 review)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match the words to create a compound word.

     
 
                

          

 
     2.   Circle the incomplete sentence.

A) The boy is sitting down.
B) Snuggles on the couch.
C) Dad mows the yard.
D) Mice like cheese.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, choose 5 compound words 

and use them in a story.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about your favorite 

holiday. Why is it your favorite?

flash board

fire light

skate cycle

snow mother

mail muff

up light

grand man

ear place

moon stairs

motor plow
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1.       Write a period, exclamation point, or question mark in
           the box to complete the sentence.

            

Choose the correct past tense verb for the bold word.
  2.    brush                                   3.   work

A) brushd                                   A) workd
B) brushid                                  B) worked
C) brusht                                    C) workid
D) brushed                                 D) workt

  

   Grammar Review 56 (2.11 review)
 

1. Choose the sentence that uses the abbreviation correctly. 
A) Main st. has all the great shops.
B) Main ST. has all the great shops.
C) Main st has all the great shops.
D) Main St. has all the great shops..  

3. Choose the sentence that uses the abbreviation correctly. 
E) Mrs. Belk can play the guitar.
F) mrs  Belk can play the guitar.
G) Mrs  Belk can play the guitar.
H) mrs. Belk can play the guitar.

1.       Circle the contraction or possessive. 
Then tell if the word is a contraction (C) or possessive (P).

      
       

      

                   

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 5 sentences that have contractions. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, tell which one is better: 

popsicles or ice cream. Why?

Let’s find the end of the rainbow

Can I have a drink of water

I won the race

Did you lose your tooth yet

Let’s take the trash out

Turn the lights off

There’s a mouse in the house
Jane’s pizza is missing.

The Legos can’t go there.

The house’s window is broke.

I’m looking for my shoes.
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1.  Lightly color the proper nouns brown 
        and the common nouns red.
     

     
  Help Henry add commas to his letter to Jason.
2.    Dear Jason
              Please come home from the beach!
                                                        Your Friend
                                                                       Henry

a

   Grammar Review 58 (2.11 review)
 

         1.       Write the contraction on the line beside the word.

                       who is         ________________

                   could not       ________________

                      she is          ________________

                    did not           ________________
 
                  they have        ________________   
   
     
          2.   Circle all the words in story that need to be capitalized. 
                 Add correct punctuation to the end of the sentences.

              i wanted to try out for the bearcats baseball team   my uncle, 

tom, helped me practice every day.  on thursday, we had tryouts at 

memorial ball park    i was so nervous     mom bought me a gatorade 

and it made me feel better     when it was my turn to bat, i hit a 

home-run    i couldn’t believe it    i made the team and mom took me to 

sonic for ice cream to celebrate 

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

give directions on how to get to the cafeteria.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a story and leave out 

all punctuation. Have a friend edit your story. 

Tuesday shop mountain

Target Kroger movie

town Frozen island

house White House Marta

girl Red Sox April

month Hershey’s candy
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                  Choose the compound word.

1. A) butter           B) uphill       C) shipping

2. A) touchdown   B) silly         C) teacher

3. A) label             B) softball    C)  bacon

4. A) daylight        B) pony        C)  open

5. A) fever            B) remote     C)  rainbow

6. A)  railroad       B)  dinner     C)  hammer

7. A)  puddle        B) sister        C)  rattlesnake

8. A)  bedroom     B) flower       C) bitten

9. A) raddish        B) keyboard        C)  driver

 10.  Choose correct way to capitalize the proper nouns.

      president trump lives in washington, d.c.

A) President trump, Washington, d.c.
B) President Trump, Washington, D.C.
C) President trump, Washington, d.c.
D) President Trump, washington d.c

 

            

   Grammar Review 60 (2.11 review)
 

     1.     Draw a line to match the words to their contraction.

     
 
                

          

 
        2.    Choose the word with the correct plural spelling.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write a story about living on Mars for a day.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

invent a new food and write about it.

I’ll that is

that’s you are

they’ve you would

didn’t I will

he’s he is

you’re should not

would’ve did not

you’d we are

shouldn’t they have

we’re would have

A) lunchis
B) lunchs
C) lunches
D) lunchz



Grammar Review 61 (2.11 review)   
 

1.       Circle the contraction or possessive. 
Then tell if the word is a contraction (C) or possessive (P).

2. Draw a line and match the sentences to make them complete.

            

   Grammar Review 62 (2.11 review)
 

 1.       Write the plural form of the nouns listed below.
                           
                          goose        ________________

                           class        ________________

                           bench       ________________

                               kiss      ________________
 
                              mix        ________________   

                              man       ________________

         2. Write the correct punctuation to complete the sentence.
                         

Did you find your snow boots ____ 

                      Hurry, the storm is coming____ 

                       Can you turn the TV on ____

                         Let’s study for the test ____

                      Did you take the trash out ____

                  The school dance starts at 5:00 ____

                 Help, my balloon is floating away____

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write about your 

favorite thing to do on the weekend.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

describe how you look when you are angry.

I can’t find the pizza place.

Where is Ted’s new store?

I’ve been wanting a drink.

That is Buster’s bone.

I am going to Grandpa’s house.

Do you think she’ll love it?

You didn’t see the storm?

  
Von is a 

Can you find

The dirty shoe

  
    2nd grade student.

    is on the porch.

    your homework?
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1.       Write a C in the box if the sentence is complete and 
                          an I if the sentence is incomplete.

2. Circle all the adjectives and underline all the nouns 
   in the following paragraph. 

         This summer I had a great garden. I grew corn, beans, 

and yellow squash.  I used cold water every day and made 

sure there were no weeds.  The hot sun was great for the 

plants. Mom made a lot of delicious dinners with my crop.

We also shared with our sweet neighbor, Mrs. Miller.

            

   Grammar Review 64 (2.11 review)
 

       1.       Write the past tense of the verb on the line.

                     walk      ________________

                    slip        ________________

                   bake      ________________

                  snore      ________________
 
                   start       ________________   
   
                  wave       ________________ 

          2. Choose the best answer to complete the follow sentences.

                    Walk up __________________.
  a)  the hill.           b)  fast.          c) quickly.

          
                  The swinging rope  ____________.
                           a) long.       b)  is fun.        c) can be.

                         My cold drink  ____________.
                           a) is missing.      b)  tastes      c) will be.

    

                   

      
 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, describe what life would be 

like if you were 20 feet tall.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write a story with the title “My Pet Skunk.”

The cat ran like a. 

Let’s jump in the waves.

A windy day.

Her turn is next.

Around the track.
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1.  Lightly color the proper nouns green and the nouns yellow.    

     

     2. Choose the correct opening for a letter.

A) Dear Uncle Rob,
B) Dear uncle Rob-
C) dear uncle rob!
D) Dear Uncle Rob.

    

   Grammar Review 66 (2.11 review)
 

 1.       Write the abbreviation on the line beside the word.

                         July     ________________

                  Mister       ________________

                 Doctor       ________________
 
                    Road      ________________
 
                  Avenue     ________________    
 
     
2.   Draw a line from the sentence to the correct punctuation.

 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write 5 sentences about 

summer break. Circle the adjectives. 

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write about what you like to do when it rains.

park Nike Bush 
Gardens

Cinderella Karen teacher

Jenga kids children

Texas home kitten

Food Lion Gatorade  Mr. Banks

women Harry Potter school

Help me find my car keys ?

Can you carry the heavy box .

Run to the tree and back ?

I forgot my suitcase !

Did you eat the last piece of cake .
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1.       Circle all the adjectives

 Choose the correct sight word to complete the sentence.

            

   Grammar Review 68 (2.11 review)
 

     1.      Draw a line to match present tense verb to its past tense. 

     
 
                

          

         2.    Circle the adjectives in the following sentences.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write 10 verbs, then write the verbs in past tense.

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

tell what you would do if you could fly.

  2.    ________ are the fresh donuts!

A) before
B) cold
C) upon
D) there

help walked

carry carried

wash floated

clean washed

fall dribbled

float helped

bake fell

dribble cleaned

walk baked

     The small goat is eating grass.
     My ripe banana is ready to eat.
Our family saw two deer in the road!
       The bright sun hurt my eyes.

  3.     Do you want cookies ______ cake?
A) right
B) or
C) pull
D) off

brave sad pool boy mean

three glass quick small banana

stair warm park hair bumpy

joyful doll easy sweet toe
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1.       Circle all the singular nouns and underline all the plural nouns.

2.       Circle the complete sentences and put an X on the incomplete 
sentences.

Made a cake.

In the laundry room.

The boy plays a game.

The big blue balloon.

She will be five.

The music teacher.

            

   Grammar Review 70 (2.11 review)
 

     1.       Circle all the words in story that need to be capitalized. 
                 Add correct punctuation to the end of the sentences.

             june 11 is a special day, it is my birthday   granny and pop 

came over and took me to mcdonald’s for breakfast    then we spent 

the day at cedar ridge pool    i love to splash and jump off the diving 

board   i even saw my teacher, mrs. lawrence there   that night we had 

tacos for dinner and opened gifts    my brother, dominic, got me a new 

barbie doll.  it was a great birthday

2. Choose the correct opening for a letter.
A) dear dak,
B) Dear Dak-
C) Dear Dak,
D) Dear Dak.

2. Choose the correct closing for a letter.
A) Love.
B) Love,
C) Love!
D) Love-

     
 
                

          

         

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, write a letter to your 

kindergarten teacher. Don’t forget the correct opening and closing!

Extra time? 
On the back of this paper, 

write a story about a giant tomato.

pizza books elephant trains pond

nails flower fruits nose screens

legs fridge sand bags child

slime rivers mice buses rockets
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   Grammar Review 72 (2.11 review)

     
 
                

          

         

Add ending punctuation.

My dad is tired

Circle the adjective.

The brown grass 
needs mowed.

Underline the plural nouns.

planet     irons      rakes
 
        turkey       chips

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The dark sky.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Walt Disney

Circle the compound words.

    starfish      sunny
 
       pickle    lifetime

Write an adjective to 
describe the picture.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Doctor

_____________

Circle the correct 
contraction.

  didnt’      didn’t
 

   didnt       didnot

Underline the compound 
word.

Martha ate oatmeal 
this morning.

Write an adjective to describe 
the picture.

Circle the compound words.

   playbook      bathtub
 
    jellybean      happily

Write the abbreviation for the 
word:   Road

_____________

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

Her haircut looks 
so good.

Fix the closing of the letter.

Love
      Elliot

Circle the adjectives.

My sharp pencil
 is pink.

Underline the contraction.

Jayceon hasn’t seen 
the new playground.

Circle the correct plural.

  passes     passiz
 

    pass        passis

Add ending punctuation.

Did you see the 
rainbow on Tuesday  

Is the underlined word a 
contraction or possessive?

The cat’s bed is soft 
and cozy.
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   Grammar Review 74 (2.11 review)

     
 
                

          

         

Add ending punctuation.

Will I see you later

Circle the adjective.

The wet football is 
over there.

Underline the plural nouns.

shoes     sock      shirt
 
        hats      gloves

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The rocking chair is in 
my room.

Fix the opening of the letter.

dear dr. fowler

Circle the compound words.

    cartwheel     picking
 
       doorbell      lipstick

Write an adjective to 
describe the picture.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   September

_____________

Circle the correct 
contraction.

  doesn’t      dosn’t
 

   dozn’t      doesnt

Underline the compound 
words.

I left the horseshoe at 
the farmhouse.

Write an adjective to describe 
the picture.

Circle the compound words.

   blueberry      unhappy
 
     parking        campfire

Write the abbreviation for the 
word:   Tuesday

_____________

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

A flying squirrel!

Fix the closing of the letter.

Sincerely

                JoJo

Circle the adjectives.

Taylor juggled yellow 
tennis balls.

Underline the contraction.

There’s my missing 
baseball glove!

Circle the correct plural.

  children     childes
 

  childs        childrens

Add ending punctuation.

Look both ways before 
you cross the street

Is the underlined word a 
contraction or possessive?

We’re going to the 
beach tomorrow!
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   Grammar Review 76 (2.11 review)

     

                

          

         

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

maddie went to kings 
dominion on tuesday.

Write the plural form
 for the word:  bench

____________

Underline the singular 
nouns.

   sinks     table      chair
 
       couches       TV

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

A great day.

Fix the opening of the letter.

dear jacqueline

Circle the compound words.
      teacup     handbag
 
      player      redo

Fill in the blanks with 
correct adjectives.

The _____ flower

 is _______.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Saturday

_____________

Mark out the word that is 
NOT a contraction.

  aren’t     lizard’s
 

  she’s      they’ll

Circle all of the proper 
nouns.

Toyota     July      boy

Bob      pizza     Taco Bell

 

Mark out the word that is       
     NOT a possessive.

  Amanda’s    can’t
 

   park’s      Ken’s

Write the plural form
 for the word:  tooth

____________

Underline the 
past tense verbs.

jumped   kick  dreamed

    touched         roll

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The fire needs 
more wood.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Michael Jordan

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

i like buying doritos at 
walmart.

Circle all of the adjectives.

 pink      hose      shiney
 
         soft      house

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Street

_____________

Mark out the words that are 
NOT contractions.

  hen’s      car’s
 

   they’ve      what’s

Add the correct punctuation 
to the sentence.

Help, my parrot is lost
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   Grammar Review 78 (2.11 review)

     

                

          

         

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

dr. moddle went to 
alaska in june.

Write the plural form
 for the word:  glove

____________

Underline the singular 
nouns.

 basket   games   shelf
 
       grass       bosses

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The gorgeous sunset.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Lucia

Circle the compound words.
      outdoor    blanket
 
    monster     eyeball

Fill in the blanks with 
correct adjectives.

The _______ ocean

 is _________.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   February

_____________

Mark out the word that is 
NOT a contraction.

     I’ll     wasn’t
 

  he’s    tiger’s

Circle all of the proper 
nouns.

Oreo     July     woman

   Kevin     December     

 

Mark out the word that is       
     NOT a possessive.

 penguin’s    lake’s
 

   Hannah’s     we’ve

Write the plural form
 for the word:  fox

____________

Underline the past 
tense verbs.

waved    carry   shaked

     dreamed     slide

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

A hot day. 

Fix the closing of the letter.
          Yours truly

                Gracie

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

sydney ate at mcdonald’s 
in roanoke.

Circle all of the adjectives.

 square     tiny     step
 
            five      tub

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Road

_____________

Mark out the words that are 
NOT contractions.

  who’s     girl’s
 

bird’s      can’t

Add the correct punctuation 
to the sentence.

Did you see the jet
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Add ending punctuation.

The snowman is 
small but cute

Circle the adjectives.

A grumpy man drank 
hot coffee.

Underline the plural nouns.

phones    chips      nail
 
       lunches      mice

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

A nosey bird.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Mr. Grinch

Circle the compound words.

    fireman       sticker
 
   shadow       sidewalk

Write an adjective to 
describe lunch today.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Doctor

_____________

Circle the correct 
contraction.

  didnt’      didn’t
 

   didnt       didnot

Underline the compound 
word.

Martha ate oatmeal 
this morning.

Write 3 adjective to describe 
your favorite pet.

Circle the compound words.

   seashell       newspaper
 
   disable          shoelace

Write the abbreviation for the 
word:   February

_____________

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

His curly hair.

Fix the closing of the letter.

Your friend
      Mickey Mouse

Circle the adjectives.

The loud noise scared 
the shy boy.

Underline the contraction.

Where’s James going to 
visit today?

Circle the correct plural.

  whizzes     whizzis
 

    whizes     whizs

Add ending punctuation.

The elephant is walking 
in the jungle  

Is the underlined word a 
contraction or possessive?

Caroline won’t be at 
school today.
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Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

destiny went to target 
to buy her valentine’s.

Write the plural form
 for the word:  kiss

____________

Underline the singular 
nouns.

      stroller    leashes      

           toy      tablet

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The splash contest 
will be in one hour.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Kiara

Circle the compound words.
    fishbowl     backyard
 
   together    homework

Fill in the blanks with 
correct adjectives.

A ______ cat sleeps 

on the _______ bed.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Friday

_____________

Mark out the word that is 
NOT a contraction.

  here’s    they’ve
 

teacher’s       I’m

Circle all of the proper 
nouns.

Minecraft     game     July

month   baseball  Braves 

Mark out the word that is       
     NOT a possessive.

  Ellen’s    couldn’t
 

  horse’s      friend’s

Write the plural form
 for the word:  pick

____________

Underline the 
past tense verbs.

  dropped        hopped 

       flipped     point

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The sweet little baby.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Easter Bunny

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

Daniel’s favorite holiday is 
easter.

Circle all of the adjectives.

jolly      large      remote
 
       blanket      plain

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   March

_____________

Mark out the words that are 
NOT contractions.

  hen’s      car’s
 

   they’ve      what’s

Add the correct punctuation 
to the sentence.

Don’t forget 
your sunscreen
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Add ending punctuation.

Today is my birthday

Circle the adjectives.

The strong wind blew 
my red hat in the lake.

Underline the plural nouns.

dresses     keys     ring
 
       geese     boxes

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

My watch broke at 
school.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Big Bird

Circle the compound words.

 watermelon    dressing
 
   magazine      sailboat

Write an adjective to 
describe your weekend.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   November

_____________

Circle the correct 
contraction.

 couldnt’    could’nt
 

couldn’t     couldnot

Underline the compound 
words.

The rowboat is stuck 
on the seashore.

Write 3 adjective to describe 
Halloween.

Circle the compound words.

   chopstick        igloo
 
     biggest         eyelash

Write the abbreviation for the 
word:   November

_____________

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The dirty pan.

Fix the closing of the letter.

Love
      Kyle

Circle the adjectives.

My cold popsicle is juicy 
and yummy.

Underline the contraction.

Who’s going to the 
movies tonight?

Circle the correct plural.

 tooth       teeth
 

    tooths     toothes

Add ending punctuation.

Mom can’t find
 her car keys

Is the underlined word a 
contraction or possessive?

The boy’s desk is neat 
and clean.
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Is this word a possessive 
or a contraction?

rabbit’s

Add correct punctuation to 
the end of the sentence.

I had a great dream

Underline the adjectives.

fresh     slime     purple
 
        easy      camel

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Joseph

Circle the correct 
contraction.

    have’nt          didn’t
 
     she’is        should’nt

Which word is NOT a 
compound word?

   doormat    playplen
 
   careful       bedtime

Write an adjective to 
describe your teacher.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Thursday

_____________

Is this sentence complete 
or incomplete?

My best friend.

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

my name is ashley and i 
am from nebraska.

Fix the closing of the letter.

Love

       Josh

Circle the contractions and 
underline the possessives.

   wouldn’t        whale’s
 
     turtle’s            he’s

Write the abbreviation for the 
word:   Sunday

_____________

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

She is upset.

Write 3 adjective to describe 
the beach.

Circle the adjectives.

The sleepy baby has a 
loud cry.

Circle the correct plural.

 fishes      fish
 

    fishs      fishis

Add ending punctuation.

Have you gone to the 
trampoline park yet

Circle the proper nouns.

Arby’s     food      Kroger
 
     Kentucky      dinner

Circle the words that need to 
be capitalized.

i will spend christmas
 in new york.
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Is this word a possessive 
or a contraction?

father’s

Add correct punctuation to 
the end of the sentence.

Will you bring me food

Underline the adjectives.

 hard        salty       cord
 
        square      sticker

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Mia

Circle the correct 
contraction.

    won’t             i’m
 
  will’not           she’d

Which word is NOT a 
compound word?

   rainfall        overcast
 
windsock       subtract

Write an adjective to 
describe fireworks.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Doctor

_____________

Is this sentence complete 
or incomplete?

The delicious popcorn.

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

dr. hurd lives in montana.

Fix the closing of the letter.

Yours Truly

             Stacy

Circle the contractions and 
underline the possessives.

   haven’t          Devin’s
 
 bedroom’s      couldn’t

Write the abbreviation for the 
word:   August

_____________

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The crunchy pretzel.

Write 3 adjective to describe 
wintertime.

Circle the adjectives.

My dry eyes look like 
red balls!

Circle the correct plural.

witchs       witchez

   witches      witchis

Add ending punctuation.

It’s time to go to bed

Circle the proper nouns.

road    Roanoke    Subway
 
        train          Hulk

Circle the words that need to 
be capitalized.

my grandmother likes to 
shop at food lion.
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Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

i watched the virginia 
tech football team on 

saturday.

Write the plural form
 for the word:  moose

____________

Underline the singular 
nouns.

      flower       busses     

      cables       berry

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The mice are hiding.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Trinity

Circle the compound words.
    bulldog        contest
 
 firefighter    spaceship

Fill in the blanks with 
correct adjectives.

The ______ baby plays 

with the _______ toy.

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   October

_____________

Mark out the word that is 
NOT a contraction.

  puppy’s    they’re
 

     can’t       doesn’t

Circle all of the proper 
nouns.

kid    Patriots    east

      California   movie  

Mark out the word that is       
     NOT a possessive.

  player’s    cousin’s
 

 could’ve     apple’s

Write the plural form
 for the word:  clock

____________

Underline the 
past tense verbs.

      hugged       liked 

      marked        card

Is the sentence complete or 
incomplete?

The broken stool.

Fix the opening of the letter.

Dear Tom Brady

Circle the words that need 
to be capitalized.

Daniel’s favorite holiday is 
easter.

Circle all of the adjectives.

creepy      gift      young
           
     quickly        slide 

Write the abbreviation for 
the word:   Avenue

_____________

Mark out the words that are 
NOT contractions.

  eagle’s      Rachel’s
 

won’t       neice’s

Add the correct punctuation 
to the sentence.

Icecream is the best


